ISC plans year’s programs at Endicott conference Sat.

The International Students Council (ISC) met with representatives of the student government Saturday at Endicott House to discuss projects such as ISC Weekend, March 19-21, and the information booklet for incoming students.

Major division games highlight hockey action; Burton House tops Chi Phi, ZBT edges SAE

The intramural hockey season has continued to gain momentum, as evidenced by several exciting contests last week. The schedule was highlighted by two fast-moving Major division games that took place Wednesday night.

In the first contest, Burton House completely overpowered Zeta Beta Tau 18-1. Burton captain Pete Lapidus ’65 led the scoring with 6 goals, while the rest of the scores were well distributed among the other members of the squad.

Zeta Beta Tau beat Sigma Alpha Epsilon 3-1 in the other game. ZBT rallied to score 3 goals in the final three minutes, turning a real cliff-hanger into an easy win. Thanks Greene ’67 and Henry Goldman ’65 scored two goals each for ZBT, while three Quonset ’67 knocked in the lone SAE tally.

Tonight Burton House meets defending champs, NRSA, in one of the biggest games of the season.

Intramural Results

Basketball

SAS 64, Sue Hous ’ 33
EC ’ 83, Stu McV 24
Chen ’ 16, Kapoor ’ 26
Duffy ’ 57, San ’ 48
Giles ’ 65, Chau ’ 43
The Team 53, Grad Econ 22
Burton ’ 13, Chi Phi 13
Theta Xi 38, Bexley 26
Sudbrook ’ 55, PLP ’ 47
Bak ’ 38, FCS ’ 33
AIO 44, Theta Chi ’ 37
Burton ’ 36, Sag ’ 33
Westgate 58, Sigma Chi 27
Ash Hous ’ 46, EC ’ 35
Dek 42, Greek Barn ’ 29
Sop B ’ 41, PLP ’ 44
Pyle ’ 40, College ’ 32
LAX ’ 44, Burton ’ 32
Ash Dine ’ 39, Phi Chi 20
NRSA ’ 43, EC ’ 32
TDG 26, Sue Hous ’ 27
Burton 32, Theta Chi ’ 26
Chen ’ 47, Kos 25

Traffic Symposium

‘Studies in Traffic Safety’ is the title of the Operations Research Center Symposium to be held today. The Symposium will take place in Room 24-317 at 3 pm, and will be directed by Dr. Robert Herman and Mr. Richard Routh of the General Motors Corporation.

Building Leaper Leaders

League Leader ’ 13.8
MERSA ’ 12.9
League Leader ’ 14.1
LC 13.9
League Leader ’ 14.3
Burton Sylors 11.3
League Leader ’ 13.8
SC 12.3
League Leader ’ 13.4
Ash Hous 11.3
League Leader ’ 13.6
Burton ’ 12.4
League Leader ’ 13.4
Bak ’ 13.6
League Leader ’ 13.4
LAX 13.6
League Leader ’ 13.2
ATQ 12.8

High Averages

Strong, PMD ’ 193
Rodgers, Theta Chi ’ 183
Dean, Senior House ’ 185
Terris, PMD ’ 181
Silver, Bur IV ’ 180
Baner, PMD ’ 187
Marks, TEP ’ 185
Bak ’ 184
Sinske, Sigma Chi ’ 175
Dahm, Burton ’ 173

18 scheduled flights to LaGuardia in NEW YORK more than any other airline!

• Every hour on the half-hour, ALL FLIGHTS $14
• 6:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., extra flight at 3:00 p.m.
• Spacious 2- and 2-1/2 seating
• Beverage service on all flights.

COLLECTOR of rare old CELLOS
would like to call some Italian, English, French instruments.
For appointment call 83-2701, Rez B 1-1953
Joe Kados

17 Deverton St., Brookline

THE TECH COOP
OF THE HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
IN THE NEW M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER